
 

 

A Word About Woodworking Tools 

For thousands of years, wood has been an important resource for Native Americans. Because it was so 
important, they developed several different types of tools to cut trees and shape wood. The tools most 
often used for these tasks are axes, adzes, and mauls.  

These tools are examples of a class of tools archaeologists call ground-stone tools. Native peoples 
usually made ground-stone tools from rocks that are very hard, like granite. These kinds of rocks do not 
‘chip,’ like the flint or chert rocks from which spear and arrow points are made. Ground-stone tools are 
made by patiently pecking and grinding the stones into the desired shape. Sometimes Native peoples 
also polished the finished tools. Other examples of ground-stone tools are pestles, manos, metates, 
grinding stones, pitted stones, picks, hoes, mattocks, and hammerstones. 

Native peoples used axes to cut trees, logs, and probably to split large pieces of wood. 
Adzes are tools used to shape wood into items like wooden bowls or even dugout canoes. 
Mauls (pictured) are like large hammers used for tasks like driving poles or stakes into the 
ground or maybe breaking bark off trees. Some adzes are smaller than the palm of an adult’s 
hand, but axes and mauls can weigh several pounds and be much larger. 

All these woodworking tools have four similar parts: 

• bit or cutting edge 

• poll or the non-cutting edge 
• wooden handle 

• cordage or leather strips that 
attached the tool to its handle 

 

All axes have one bit end and either a ¾ groove or a full groove on the non-cutting poll end. This slot is 
where the handle is attached. Adzes have a bit end and are rarely grooved. They are attached to their 
handles at an angle, like a modern garden hoe. Like axes, mauls are grooved for handle attachment, but 
they have two non-cutting poll ends and no bit end. 

The use of these tools is known from eyewitness accounts and 
from native stories. Even though the wooden handles have long 
ago decayed, archaeologists commonly find these ground-stone 
artifacts at sites in Kentucky and throughout North America. 
Some of Kentucky’s earliest hunting and gathering people who 
lived here thousands of years ago used these tools. Several 
thousand years later, Native Americans were still using these 
reliable tools when the first Europeans arrived. 
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A full-groove ax from Kentucky (left) and two replica adzes (right). 
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Test your knowledge: What type of woodworking tool is illustrated? 


